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Chapter 2966

“My child, I actually let you find this place. It’s funny.” The voice lingered for a long time,
and he smiled leisurely.

George Han smiled slightly: “Thank you so much.”

If it weren’t for his ridicule, it made George Han more cold-hearted and think carefully,
how could he suddenly remember that to break the maze, he would have to stop first.
Where are the eyes? !

People need to rely on their eyes to see before they can walk, so the complexity of the
maze is often because the maze deceives the eyes of people in the setting, so that
people make misjudgments.

Therefore, if you want to get out of the maze, you must discard the wrong information
brought by your eyes, and instead find useful information from the sense of smell or
hearing.

George Han uses his senses of smell and hearing.

He thought of the rhythmic thumping sound on the flesh wall, and he also thought of the
brushing sound of blood flowing in the green blood vessels above. Although these are
very subtle, they are often unobtrusive like solving a crime. The eye-catching things, but
the most critical clue in the whole.

The beating of the heart is the most primitive, so its frequency sound will be thicker than
the beating sound of the normal flesh wall being linked. This is one of the differences.

Second, as the most primitive beating “engine”, constant beating will naturally generate
enough heat.

Third, while the beating brings heat, it will naturally cause the mucus or other scattered
tissues where it is located to emit a different taste due to the temperature.

Therefore, from these three details, George Han traced all the way to here.

“People are small, but your small head is very smart, but your eyes are smaller.” The
voice smiled empty and said: “Yes, I really didn’t think about it. You can be in my smelt I
came back to life, and I never thought that you and that gluttonous glutton, which is
difficult to determine, could break through my physical body and get into the belly of my
body.”

“But, do you really think that you will win if you get into my belly and even find my heart?”



“God, always a god, even if it is a toe, it is not a mortal ant like you that can ruin it?

Right .” As soon as the words fell, the blood-like heart patted George Han directly, and
almost at the same time, the surrounding flesh walls were shrinking crazily, preventing
the Buddha from crushing George Han to death. generally.George Han frowned, holding
a jade sword, and staring at the shrinking flesh wall with one foot. With the help of its
compressive force, he turned directly sideways. While dodge the flesh ball attack, he
was seen from the side. A sword slashed up.

“Bang!” There was

a muffled sound, as before, even though George Han’s mouth was numb from the shock,
the sword still did not hurt the ball at all.

“Just you, worthy of being a god?” George Han frowned, and quickly regained
consciousness, avoiding the meat ball that had rushed back, and at the same time,
facing the direction he came, using energy diffusion, George Han shouted loudly.

Said : “The heart is the most delicious and supplementary thing in the world.” As soon as
the voice fell, the fleshy wall had shrunk to the width of the fleshy ball. As it banged
again, George Han had nowhere to hide.

“Golden body!” With

nowhere to hide, George Han didn’t intend to dodge. The eight golden bodies were
straight up and down, with great momentum on his body, directly as if a train overlapped,
supporting him with his hands to meet the impact of the meat ball.

“Bang!”

A muffled sound!

Han’s “small train” lined up with three thousand eighteen golden bodies was directly
knocked back several meters.

“Puff!”

George Han made a fierce mouth, spurting blood, he endured the pain, and suddenly
continued to exert his strength to maintain the confrontation with the meat ball, but his
feet were still slippery, and his retreat did not stop.

Seeing George Han being pushed farther and farther, at this critical moment, with a
mighty roar, a figure suddenly jumped over George Han’s head and leaped directly at
the meat ball.

Crazy like a vicious dog, and domineering like a lion, the sharp claws are directly inlaid
on the meat ball that George Han can’t touch at all, and a huge mouth is fierce in his
belly, directly biting crazy.



“Ah!” A cry of pain suddenly came from the ethereal voice.

But at almost the same time, the entire space began to shake violently, and a huge
rumbling sound was faintly heard in the ear, and he was approaching George Han’s
position quickly…

Chapter 2967

“Not good.” George Han yelled hurriedly and looked up. Through some faint gaps,
George Han saw a sky full of green liquid rushing down frantically.

Even though there is still some distance from the green liquid, George Han can still feel
the difference of this huge green liquid, or in other words, its fatal danger.

At this time, the evil glutton was biting the meat ball in front of him, bearing the brunt.

“Be careful.” With a roar, George Han suddenly got lucky, and directly recovered his
golden body, transformed into a body and jumped in front of the evil glutton, and with his
big hand, he pulled up a huge barrier on the spot.

“Bobo!” The

green water was filled like a flood, unloading in full. As it intersected with George Han’s
barrier, the entire barrier began to crack slightly as white smoke was visible to the naked
eye.

Sure enough, this green water can even directly corrode the barrier formed by the power
of Chaos!

If the green water is completely unloaded, judging from the situation when it is full, how
can there be no eggs under the covered nest?

The situation was critical, so he couldn’t even think about it. George Han could only
strengthen his energy, and did his best to resist the attack of the Green Hong and his ilk,
in order to buy more time for the evil glutton.

“Stand it for me.” Roaring, George Han directly increased his energy without
reservation.

Seeing that the barrier that was about to be broken, it reappeared under George Han’s
insistence, but the exhaustion of all his energy also made George Han sweat like rain,
and his face was full of hideousness.

“It won’t last long, it’s up to you.” George Han gritted his teeth and put all his hopes on
the side of the gluttony of evil.



To say that this product is really a fierce beast, even in the face of such a danger, it
defends the Buddha as if nothing has happened, and is still greedily biting the food it
considers to be it.

“It’s really a bird that died for food.” George Han sighed helplessly, but at this time, he
had no other way besides holding on to the barrier.

One second, two seconds!

Ten seconds!

Until thirty seconds later! is as strong as George Han, the face is as white as a paper,
with sweat and prostration.

And as George Han collapsed, there was already a barrier of cracks, and the cracks
were already faster at this time.

“Ignorant boy, can you stop my anger with just you? I see how long you can hold on.”
The ethereal voice roared. Obviously, the evil gluttonous action completely angered this
guy, and this guy was already anxious. Unable to want to kill them.

This is a good thing, at least it proves that this guy is not King Kong not bad, he also has
his weaknesses, and his offensive choice is currently the most correct.

Boom!

There was another muffled loud noise. Obviously, a larger green stream had rushed
from the rear, and it was about to break George Han’s barrier directly.

What’s more, George Han’s current state, let alone resisting another one, he could no
longer hold on to the current one.

Although it had been predicted that entering the tiger’s lair, his life would be in danger,
but now that victory is in sight, George Han is still somewhat unwilling.

“Boom!” As the

loud noise hit, the green currents merged, and a more powerful impact suddenly struck.
George Han’s head was unable to resist even a few resistance, so he was directly
involved in the green current as the barrier was instantly broken. among.

It was a very strong corrosive liquid, and it was almost as good as George Han expected.
Even though George Han had been prepared to support the shield to protect himself
when the barrier broke, the degree of corrosion of the green liquor might have been long
ago. Beyond his prediction.

Almost at the moment when it was swept close to the green stream, the shield clashed
very directly and simply stopped working.



The green liquor almost touched his body, and George Han was heart-piercing, and the
entire body of Fang Fang began to melt away. Even if the golden body appeared again
with the blood of the magic dragon, they were only consumed by a wave. At this time, he
fell into a state of exhaustion… At this moment

, George Han felt a dark shadow, as if approaching him…
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